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An Introduction To Empirical Legal Research
Written by Ernst Hirsch Ballin, this original Advanced Introduction uncovers the
foundations of legal research methods, an area of legal scholarship distinctly
lacking in standardisation. The author shows how such methods differ along
critical, empirical, and fundamental lines, and how our understanding of these is
crucial to overcoming crises and restoring trust in the law. Key topics include a
consideration of law as a normative language and an examination of the common
objects of legal research.
Responding to the growing importance of economic reasoning in legal
scholarship, this innovative work provides an essential introduction to the
economic tools which can usefully be employed in legal reasoning. It is geared
specifically towards those without a great deal of exposure to economic thinking
and provides law students, legal scholars and practitioners with a practical
toolbox to shape their writing, understanding and case preparation. The book’s
clear focus on economic methods poses a refreshing change to conventional
textbooks in this area, which tend to focus on content-related theories.
Recognising that it is often difficult to derive adequate conclusions for legal
arguments without first understanding the methodological limitations of economic
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studies, this book provides a comprehensive coverage of the most important
economic concepts in order to bridge this gap. These include: • game theory •
public choice and social choice theory • behavioural economics • empirical
research design • basic statistics. Owing to its concise and accessible style,
Economic Methods for Lawyers will provide an invaluable companion for legal
scholars or practitioners who wish to utilise economic methods for developing
legal argument.
Provides students with a method for applying economic analysis to the study of
legal rules and institutions. Four key areas of law are covered: property;
contracts; torts; and crime and punishment. Added examples and cases help to
clarify economic applications further.
"The book originated from the 2017 UNSW conference "Research in Legal
Education: State of the Art?""--ECIP galley.
Stephen F. Ross presents this succinct introduction to key topics of law specific
to sports, comparing approaches to sports law across the globe, with particular
focus on the United States, Europe, and common law jurisdictions. Contrasting
the profit-maximizing approach of North American leagues with the global
integrated approach of professional sports governed by national and international
governing boards, the book offers a novel model for the latter.
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'The Oxford Handbook of Behavioral Economics and Law' brings together leading
scholars of law, psychology, and economics to provide an up-to-date and
comprehensive analysis of this field of research, including its strengths and
limitations as well as a forecast of its future development. Its twenty-nine
chapters are organized into four parts.
Empirical Methods in Law brings the basic principles and concepts of socialscience research to the desks of law students and lawyers who expect to work
with data experts. Now available in a second edition, the updated text continues
its focus on explaining basic principles and concepts in an intuitive style requiring
no prior knowledge of math or statistics. The text also continues its emphasis on
the importance of research design as well as statistical methods. Among the
features of the second edition: * Available in softcover and competitively priced,
making the book accessible either as a principal course text or as a supplemental
text * A significantly streamlined book without loss of important content or topics
from the first edition * An extensive online set of resources: Teachers Manual,
PowerPoint slides, problems, example datasets, bibliography, glossary of terms *
A detailed index that allows readers to quickly identify coverage of specific topics
* Broad perspectives from three authors from three different methodological
traditions that results in a presentation of general best practices * Generous use
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of examples from the legal world that show how empirical techniques are applied
in a range of substantive legal areas * Coverage of topics often overlooked in the
research process such as data coding or communication of results * Sidebars
with in-depth treatment of specific topics
The empirical study of law, legal systems and legal institutions is widely viewed
as one of the most exciting and important intellectual developments in the
modern history of legal research. Motivated by a conviction that legal phenomena
can and should be understood not only in normative terms but also as social
practices of political, economic and ethical significance, empirical legal
researchers have used quantitative and qualitative methods to illuminate many
aspects of law's meaning, operation and impact. In the 43 chapters of The Oxford
Handbook of Empirical Legal Research leading scholars provide accessible and
original discussions of the history, aims and methods of empirical research about
law, as well as its achievements and potential. The Handbook has three parts.
The first deals with the development and institutional context of empirical legal
research. The second - and largest - part consists of critical accounts of empirical
research on many aspects of the legal world - on criminal law, civil law, public
law, regulatory law and international law; on lawyers, judicial institutions, legal
procedures and evidence; and on legal pluralism and the public understanding of
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law. The third part introduces readers to the methods of empirical research, and
its place in the law school curriculum.
Choice is a key concept of our time. It is a foundational mechanism for every
legal order in societies that are, politically, constituted as democracies and,
economically, built on the market mechanism. Thus, choice can be understood
as an atomic structure that grounds core societal processes. In recent years,
however, the debate over the right way to theorize choice - for example, as a
rational or a behavioral type of decision making - has intensified. This collection
provides an in-depth discussion of the promises and perils of specific types of
theories of choice. It shows how the selection of a specific theory of choice can
make a difference for concrete legal questions, in particular in the regulation of
the digital economy or in choosing between market, firm, or network. In its first
part, the volume provides an accessible overview of the current debates about
rational versus behavioral approaches to theories of choice. The remainder of the
book structures the vast landscape of theories of choice along with three main
types: individual, collective, and organizational decision making. As theories of
choice proliferate and become ever more sophisticated, however, the process of
choosing an adequate theory of choice becomes increasingly intricate. This
volume addresses this selection problem for the various legal arenas in which
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individual, organizational, and collective decisions matter. By drawing on
economic, technological, political, and legal points of view, the volume shows
which theories of choice are at the disposal of the legally relevant decisionmaker, and how they can be operationalized for the solution of concrete legal
problems. The editors acknowledge the kind support of the Fritz Thyssen
Foundation for an exploratory conference on the subject of the book.
Empirical legal research is a growing field of academic expertise, yet lawyers are
not always familiar with the possibilities and limitations of the available methods.
Empirical Legal Research in Action presents readers with first-hand experiences
of empirical research on law and legal issues.
This book bridges a scholarly divide between empirical and normative theorizing
about procedural justice in the context of relations of power between citizens and
the state. Empirical research establishes that people’s understanding of
procedural justice is shaped by relational factors. A central premise of this
volume is that this research is significant but needs to be complemented by
normative theorizing that draws on relational theories of ethics and justice to
explain the moral significance of procedures and make normative sense of
people’s concerns about relational factors. The chapters in Part 1 provide
comprehensive reviews of empirical studies of procedural justice in policing,
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courts and prisons. Part 2 explores empirical and normative perspectives on
procedural justice and legitimacy. Part 3 examines philosophical approaches to
procedural justice. Part 4 considers the implications of a relational perspective for
the design of procedures in a range of legal contexts. This collection will be of
interest to a wide academic readership in philosophy, law, psychology and
criminology.
The aim of this book is to explain in clear terms some of the main methodological
approaches in legal research. This is an edited collection, with each chapter
written by specialists in their field, researching in a variety of jurisdictions. Each
contributor addresses the topic of "lay decision makers in the legal system" from
one particular methodological perspective, explaining how they would approach
the issue and discussing why their particular method might, or might not, be
suited to this topic. In asking all contributors to focus on the same topic, the
editors have sought to provide a common link throughout the text, thereby
providing the reader with an opportunity to draw comparisons between methods
with relative ease. In light of the broad geographical range of its contributors, the
book is aimed at an international readership. This book will be of particular
interest to PhD students in law, but it will also be of use to undergraduate
dissertation students in law, LL.M Research students as well as prospective PhD
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students and early year researchers.
This insightful Research Handbook provides a definitive overview of the New
Legal Realism (NLR) movement, reaching beyond historical and national
boundaries to form new conversations. Drawing on deep roots within the law-andsociety tradition, it demonstrates the powerful virtues of new legal realist research
and its attention to the challenges of translation between social science and law.
It explores an impressive range of contemporary issues including immigration,
policing, globalization, legal education, and access to justice, concluding with and
examination of how different social science disciplines intersect with NLR.
Introduces students to legalistic, theoretical, empirical, comparative and crossdisciplinary research methods, grounded in working examplesNew for this
editionNew chapter on inter- and cross-disciplinary research essential reading for
international students and students with a non-law first degree undertaking
research in the areas of law, criminology, psychology and sociologyResearch
ethics has been expanded to a full chapter that includes current plagiarism and
imperfect disclosureBrings existing chapters up to date with the newest thinking
in legal researchDrawing on actual research projects, Research Methods for Law
discusses how legal research as process impacts on research as product. The
author team has a broad range of teaching and research experience in law,
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criminal justice and socio-legal studies, and give examples from real-life research
products to illustrate the theory.
Socio-legal researchers increasingly recognise the need to employ a wide variety
of methods in studying law and legal phenomena, and the need to be informed
by an understanding of debates about theory and method in mainstream social
science. The papers in this volume illustrate how a range of topics, including EU
law, ombudsmen, judges, lawyers, Shariah Councils and the quality assurance
industry can be researched from a socio-legal perspective. The objective of the
collection is to show how different methods can be used in researching law and
legal phenomena, how methodological issues and debates in sociology are
relevant to the study of law, and the importance of the debate between
"structural" and "action" traditions in researching law. It also approaches the
methodological problem of how sociology of law can address the content of legal
practice from a variety of perspectives and discusses the relationship between
pure and applied research. The editors provide a critical introduction to each of
the six sections, and a general introduction on law, sociology and method. The
collection will provide an invaluable resource for socio-legal researchers, law
school researchers and postgraduates.
Originally published in 1986, this valuable reference provides a detailed
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treatment of limit theorems and inequalities for empirical processes of real-valued
random variables; applications of the theory to censored data, spacings, rank
statistics, quantiles, and many functionals of empirical processes, including a
treatment of bootstrap methods; and a summary of inequalities that are useful for
proving limit theorems. At the end of the Errata section, the authors have
supplied references to solutions for 11 of the 19 Open Questions provided in the
book's original edition. Audience: researchers in statistical theory, probability
theory, biostatistics, econometrics, and computer science.
Although American scholars sometimes consider European legal scholarship as
old-fashioned and inward-looking and Europeans often perceive American legal
scholarship as amateur social science, both traditions share a joint challenge. If
legal scholarship becomes too much separated from practice, legal scholars will
ultimately make themselves superfluous. If legal scholars, on the other hand,
cannot explain to other disciplines what is academic about their research, which
methodologies are typical, and what separates proper research from mediocre or
poor research, they will probably end up in a similar situation. Therefore we need
a debate on what unites legal academics on both sides of the Atlantic. Should
legal scholarship aspire to the status of a science and gradually adopt more and
more of the methods, (quality) standards, and practices of other (social)
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sciences? What sort of methods do we need to study law in its social context and
how should legal scholarship deal with the challenges posed by globalization?
This innovative volume explores empirical legal issues around the world. While
legal studies have traditionally been worked on and of letters and with a
normative bent, in recent years quantitative methods have gained traction by
offering a brand new perspective of understanding law. That is, legal scholars
have started to crunch numbers, not letters, to tease out the effects of law on the
regulated industries, citizens, or judges in reality. In this edited book, authors
from leading institutions in the U.S., Europe, and Asia investigate legal issues in
South Africa, Argentina, the U.S., Israel, Taiwan, and other countries. Using
original data in a variety of statistical tools (from the most basic chi-square
analysis to sophisticated two-stage least square regression models), contributors
to this book look into the judicial behaviours in Taiwan and Israel, the
determinants of constitutional judicial systems in 100 countries, and the effect of
appellate court decisions on media competition. In addition, this book breaks new
ground in informing important policy debates. Specifically, how long should we
incarcerate criminals? Should the medical malpractice liability system be
reformed? Do police reduce crime? Why is South Africa’s democratic transition
viable? With solid data as evidence, this volume sheds new light on these issues
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from a road more and more frequently taken—what is known as "empirical legal
studies/analysis." This book should be useful to students, practitioners and
professors of law, economics and public policy in many countries who seek to
understand their legal system from a different, and arguably more scientific,
perspective.
This book analyses the voluminous and meandering case law on gambling of the Court of
Justice from an empirical perspective. It offers a comprehensive overview of the legal situation
of gambling services in the EU Single Market. Additionally, the book presents the current state
of research on gambling addiction. It then seeks to answer the central research question as to
what extent the views of the Court of Justice on gambling find support in empirical evidence.
The Court of Justice granted exceptionally wide discretion to the Member States due to a socalled ‘peculiar nature’ of games of chance. With the margin of appreciation having played a
key role, the book inquires whether the Court of Justice followed the principles and criteria that
normally steer the use of this doctrine. Noting the Court’s special approach, the book
elaborates on its causes and consequences. Throughout the book, the approach of the Court
of Justice is contrasted with that of its sister court, the EFTA Court. Finally, the potential role of
the precautionary principle and of EU fundamental rights in the area of gambling law is
examined. Situated at the intersection of law and science, this book seeks to bridge the legal
and scientific perspectives and the unique vocabularies common to each. It illustrates the
direct relevance of science and empirical research for court cases and policy making. And it
contrasts science-informed policy making with the on-going morality discourse on gambling.
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Legal academics in Europe publish a wide variety of materials including books, articles and
essays, in an assortment of languages, and for a diverse readership. As a consequence, this
variety can pose a problem for the evaluation of academic legal research. This thoughtprovoking book offers an overview of the legal and policy norms, methods and criteria applied
in the evaluation of academic legal research, from a comparative perspective.
An Introduction to Empirical Legal ResearchOUP Oxford
This book presents contemporary empirical methods in software engineering related to the
plurality of research methodologies, human factors, data collection and processing,
aggregation and synthesis of evidence, and impact of software engineering research. The
individual chapters discuss methods that impact the current evolution of empirical software
engineering and form the backbone of future research. Following an introductory chapter that
outlines the background of and developments in empirical software engineering over the last
50 years and provides an overview of the subsequent contributions, the remainder of the book
is divided into four parts: Study Strategies (including e.g. guidelines for surveys or design
science); Data Collection, Production, and Analysis (highlighting approaches from e.g. data
science, biometric measurement, and simulation-based studies); Knowledge Acquisition and
Aggregation (highlighting literature research, threats to validity, and evidence aggregation);
and Knowledge Transfer (discussing open science and knowledge transfer with industry).
Empirical methods like experimentation have become a powerful means of advancing the field
of software engineering by providing scientific evidence on software development, operation,
and maintenance, but also by supporting practitioners in their decision-making and learning
processes. Thus the book is equally suitable for academics aiming to expand the field and for
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industrial researchers and practitioners looking for novel ways to check the validity of their
assumptions and experiences. Chapter 17 is available open access under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License via link.springer.com.
This exciting textbook introduces the basic tenets and methodologies of empirical legal
research. Explaining how to initiate and conduct empirical research projects, how to evaluate
the methods used and how to analyze and engage with the results, Kees van den Bos
provides a vibrant and reliable primer for students and practitioners looking to engage actively
in legal research.
Empirical Legal Research describes how to investigate the roles of legislation, regulation, legal
policies and other legal arrangements at play in society. It is invaluable as a guide to legal
scholars, practitioners and students on how to do empirical legal research, covering history,
methods, evidence, growth of knowledge and links with normativity. This multidisciplinary
approach combines insights and approaches from different social sciences, evaluation studies,
Big Data analytics and empirically informed ethics. The authors present an overview of the
roots of this blossoming interdisciplinary domain, going back to legal realism, the fields of law,
economics and the social sciences, and also to civilology and evaluation studies. The book
addresses not only data analysis and statistics, but also how to formulate adequate research
problems, to use (and test) different types of theories (explanatory and intervention theories)
and to apply new forms of literature research to the field of law such as the systematic, rapid
and realist reviews and synthesis studies. The choice and architecture of research designs, the
collection of data, including Big Data, and how to analyze and visualize data are also covered.
The book discusses the tensions between the normative character of law and legal issues and
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the descriptive and causal character of empirical legal research, and suggests ways to help
handle this seeming disconnect. This comprehensive guide is vital reading for law practitioners
as well as for students and researchers dealing with regulation, legislation and other legal
arrangements.
Conducting Empirical Analysis is an ideal way to marry substance with skills, getting students
to experience the joy of discovery firsthand. Through straightforward instruction and guided
examples, Clawson and Oxley show students how to conduct web-based data analysis using
UC Berkeley’s Survey Documentation and Analysis (available online for free) to answer
questions about party identification or attitude stability, and to measure racial prejudice and
political knowledge. Exercises cover a range of data collection techniques, survey research,
and statistical analyses, ramping up from multiple-choice and open-ended questions to miniresearch projects. An instructor’s guide with solutions is available for adopters.
Legal research examines subject matter enshrouded in social circumstances in order to
conceptualize theories and prepare a future course of action. This dynamic, inter-disciplinary,
and labyrinthine character of legal research requires researchers to be fluid, eclectic, and
analytical in their approach. Idea and Methods of Legal Research unearths how the thinking
process is to be streamlined in research, how a theme is built on the basis of comprehensive
and intensive study, and the paths through which notions of objectivity, feminism, ethics, and
purposive character of knowledge are to be understood. The book first explains the meaning,
evolution, and scope of legal research, and discusses objectivity and ethics in legal research. It
engages with the requirements, advantages, and limits of various doctrinal and non-doctrinal
methods and tools, and the points to be considered in selecting a suitable method or
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combination of methods. It highlights analytical, historical, philosophical, comparative,
qualitative, and quantitative methods of legal research. The book then goes on to discuss the
use of multi-method legal research, policy research, action research, and feminist legal
research and finally, reflects on research-based critical legal writing, as opposed to clientrelated legal writing. This book, thus, is a comprehensive answer to key questions one faces in
legal research.
Is the death penalty a more effective deterrent than lengthy prison sentences? Does a judge's
gender influence their decisions? Do independent judiciaries promote economic freedom?
Answering such questions requires empirical evidence, and arguments based on empirical
research have become an everyday part of legal practice, scholarship, and teaching. In
litigation judges are confronted with empirical evidence in cases ranging from bankruptcy and
taxation to criminal law and environmental infringement. In academia researchers are
increasingly turning to sophisticated empirical methods to assess and challenge fundamental
assumptions about the law. As empirical methods impact on traditional legal scholarship and
practice, new forms of education are needed for today's lawyers. All lawyers asked to present
or assess empirical arguments need to understand the fundamental principles of social science
methodology that underpin sound empirical research. An Introduction to Empirical Legal
Research introduces that methodology in a legal context, explaining how empirical analysis
can inform legal arguments; how lawyers can set about framing empirical questions,
conducting empirical research, analysing data, and presenting or evaluating the results. The
fundamentals of understanding quantitative and qualitative data, statistical models, and the
structure of empirical arguments are explained in a way accessible to lawyers with or without
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formal training in statistics. Written by two of the world's leading experts in empirical legal
analysis, drawing on years of experience in training lawyers in empirical methods, An
Introduction to Empirical Legal Research will be an invaluable primer for all students,
academics, or practising lawyers coming to empirical research - whether they are embarking
themselves on an empirical research project, or engaging with empirical arguments in their
field of study, research, or practice.

Virtually all American judges are former lawyers. This book argues that these
lawyer-judges instinctively favor the legal profession in their decisions and that
this bias has far-reaching and deleterious effects on American law. There are
many reasons for this bias, some obvious and some subtle. Fundamentally, it
occurs because - regardless of political affiliation, race, or gender - every
American judge shares a single characteristic: a career as a lawyer. This shared
background results in the lawyer-judge bias. The book begins with a theoretical
explanation of why judges naturally favor the interests of the legal profession and
follows with case law examples from diverse areas, including legal ethics,
criminal procedure, constitutional law, torts, evidence, and the business of law.
The book closes with a case study of the Enron fiasco, an argument that the
lawyer-judge bias has contributed to the overweening complexity of American
law, and suggests some possible solutions.
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Undergraduate students in most preliminary courses in international politics are
introduced to realist, liberal, and constructivist approaches, supplementing this
theoretical introduction with conceptual discussions of the state, international
system, and/or decision-making and policy formation. By the end of their college
experience, undergraduate IR majors will engage coursework more narrowly
focused on an empirical outcome, such as war, economic integration,
development, or migration. These advanced courses are directly linked to
modern research agendas and graduate level course material, usually with few
references to the theoretical paradigms taught in introductory classes. This
volume seeks to bridge the gap between what is taught in early undergraduate
education and what is created by scholars, uniting abstract theoretical principles
with practical contemporary policy and testable empirical questions.
The transition from undergraduate study to postgraduate study in law has
traditionally been somewhat seamless: students are typically enculturated into
the discipline of law, and have engaged in a variety of writing and research
exercises throughout their undergraduate degree. However, the nature of legal
research is changing dramatically, with more emphasis being put on how we are
researching, rather than what we are researching. Undergraduate students are
increasingly engaging in primary research as part of their degree, and typically
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borrow from other disciplines to do so. The reason for this is that, to date, there
has been little importance placed on research methods in law. This book aims to
rectify this in a manner which is suitable for students, not only in Ireland but
internationally. Legal Research Methods: Principles and Practicalities is tailored
to the needs of researchers in examining varying methodological approaches
from a practical perspective. In addition to the principal approaches now
commonly used in legal research (the doctrinal method; the socio-legal method;
the historical method; and the comparative method) issues such as participatory
and community-based research, as well as empirical methods, are examined by
leading experts in their fields in a critical but clear manner. The book outlines the
various types of methodologies, with authors drawing on their own experiences
and expertise to examine the benefits and pitfalls involved in each method. This
allows the reader to determine the usefulness of any method to their own
research, and aids them in employing these methods and avoiding any pitfalls.
[Subject: Legal Research Methods]~
Herbert Kritzer presents a clear introduction to the history, methods and
substance of empirical legal research (ELR). Quantitative methods dominate in
empirical legal research, but an important segment of the field draws on
qualitative methods, such as semi-structured interviews and observation. In this
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book both methodologies are explored alongside systematic data analysis.
Offering an overview of the broad ELR literature, the institutions of the law, the
central actors of the law, and the subjects of the law are each addressed in this
highly readable account that will be essential reading for legal researchers.
Students can easily misstep when they first begin to do research. Leanne C.
Powner’s new title Empirical Research and Writing: A Student?s Practical Guide
provides valuable advice and guidance on conducting and writing about empirical
research. Chapter by chapter, students are guided through the key steps in the
research process. Written in a lively and engaging manner and with a dose of
humor, this practical text shows students exactly how to choose a research topic,
conduct a literature review, make research design decisions, collect and analyze
data, and then write up and present the results. The book?s approachable style
and just-in-time information delivery make it a text students will want to read, and
its wide-ranging and surprisingly sophisticated coverage will make it an important
resource for their later coursework.
Facts and Norms in Law: Interdisciplinary Reflections on Legal Method presents
an innovative collection of essays on the relationship between descriptive and
normative elements in legal inquiry and legal practice. What role does empirical
data play in law? New insights in philosophy, the social sciences and the
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humanities have forced the relationship between facts and norms on to the
agenda, especially for legal scholars doing interdisciplinary work. This timely
volume carefully combines critical perspectives from a range of different
disciplinary traditions and theoretical positions.
Herbert M. Kritzer is the Marvin J. Sonosky Chair of Law and Public Policy at the
University of Minnesota Law School. --Book Jacket.
Kosorok’s brilliant text provides a self-contained introduction to empirical
processes and semiparametric inference. These powerful research techniques
are surprisingly useful for developing methods of statistical inference for complex
models and in understanding the properties of such methods. This is an
authoritative text that covers all the bases, and also a friendly and gradual
introduction to the area. The book can be used as research reference and
textbook.
Providing a comprehensive account of the often-misunderstood area of legal
doctrinal scholarship, this incisive book offers a novel framing for conceptual
legal theory and the functions of conceptual theorising in legal studies. It explores
the ways in which a doctrinally oriented legal theory may provide methodological
support to legal scholars, arguing that making adequate sense of the rational
reconstruction of law is pivotal in delivering such active support.
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This book discusses the designs and applications of the social systems theory
(built by Niklas Luhmann, 1927–1998) in relation to empirical socio-legal studies.
This is a sociological and legal theory known for its highly complex and abstract
conceptual apparatus. But how to change its scale in order to study more
localised phenomena, and to deal with empirical data, such as case law, statutes,
constitutions and regulation? This is the concern of a wide variety of scholars
from many regions engaged in this volume. It focuses on methodological
discussions and empirical examples concerning the innovations and potentials
that functional and systemic approaches can bring to the study of legal
phenomena (institutions building, argumentation and dispute-settlement), in the
interface with economy and regulation, and with politics and public policies. It
also discusses connections and contrasts with other jurisprudential approaches –
for instance, with critical theory, law and economics, and traditional empirical
research in law. Two decades after Luhmann’s death, the 21st century has
brought countless transformations in technologies and institutions. These
changes, resulting in a hyper-connected, ultra-interactive world society bring
operational and reflective challenges to the functional systems of law, politics and
economy, to social movements and protests, and to major organisational
systems, such as courts and enterprises, parliaments and public administration.
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Pursuing an empirical approach, this book details the variable forms by which
systems construct their own structures and semantics and ‘irritate’ each other.
Engaging Luhmann’s theoretical apparatus with empirical research in law, this
book will be of interest to students and researchers in the field of socio-legal
studies, the sociology of law, legal history and jurisprudence.
Federal judges are not just robots or politicians in robes, yet their behavior is not
well understood, even among themselves. Using statistical methods, a political
scientist, an economist, and a judge construct a unified theory of judicial decisionmaking to dispel the mystery of how decisions from district courts to the Supreme
Court are made.
This book examines shared intuitive notions of justice among laypersons and
compares the discovered principles to those instantiated in American criminal
codes. It reports eighteen original studies on a wide range of issues that are
central to criminal law formulation.
Bankruptcy in America is a booming business, with hundreds of thousands of
ordinary Americans filing for bankruptcy each year. Is this dramatic growth a
result of mushrooming debt or does it reflect a moral decline that permits the
middle class to evade their debts? As We Forgive Our Debtors addresses these
questions with hard empirical data drawn from bankruptcy court filings. The
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authors of this multidisciplinary study describe the law and the statistics in clear,
nontechnical language, combining a thorough statistical description of the social
and economic position of consumer bankrupts with human portraits of the
debtors and creditors whose journeys have ended in bankruptcy court. Book
jacket.
This unique book provides a comprehensive account of the patent misuse
doctrine and its relationship with antitrust law. Created to remedy and discourage
misconduct by patent owners a century ago, its proper role today is debated
more than ever before.
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